WHILST we are still on the ‘coronavirus lockdown’ here are a few more snapshots taken in
Ansty during April 2020 from our various photo correspondents!
These are sent in by folk whilst out on a local exercise walk or in their gardens. By and large
the weather has been exceptionally kind and Mother Nature continues to thrill us all by
showing us that all life carries on as it always did.

Another wonderful moonshot

Pictures from Alan Hardwick
Easter Sunday 2020

View from Whitesheet Hill looking east over the gently sloping greensand
‘bench’. In former days this whole area was the medieval ‘Sheaf Field’
These two lambs were in a field near where the Whitesheet Hill byway meets
the main road. It was sheep rearing that spelt the end of parts of the old
Sheaf Field at the end of the Middle Ages. It was being enclosed!

A fine view of Ansty from the top of Ansty Down – looking north. Squalls lane
houses can be seen in the mid distance.

Pictures from JW
April 2020

Lesser Celandine
Fern awakening!

Perennial cornflower

Primula veris or cowslip

Violets and Spanish bluebell

Pictures from RW
17-04-2020

Above- Rain bearing clouds
approaching Horwood from the
south and east about to break a
drought of almost a month’s
duration – as can be seen by the
parched landscape in the
foreground.
Below- A rural scene in Ansty
Coombe. These meadow closes
were some of the earliest
enclosures of mediaeval common
land on the Wardour Estate that
once owned the Manor of Ansty.

Pictures from RW
18-04-2020

The photographer was lucky enough
to spot a solitary green woodpecker
hunting for ants on his garden lawn.
The photos were shot through a
closed kitchen window – not the best
way to obtain a clear image but the
results were still impressive!
The picture below shows the
woodpecker looking skywards
because a couple of magpies were
about to descend and shoo it away!

